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CONNECTIONS



INTERNATIONAL

YOUTH  DAY

12th August 2020 is International Youth Day -
an awareness day designated by the UN to

celebrate the young community. In celebration
of this International Youth Day, we present to
you an art competition for all young people

around the world! 

As a student-led organisation, we believe
young people are capable of bringing about
big changes to society. Come and celebrate
International Youth Day with us through the

Power of Connections!
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The theme for this competition is 
POWER OF CONNECTIONS. 

In celebration of this International
Youth Day, we present to you an art
competition for all young people.

As a result of the constraints of the
COVID-19 pandemic communities
have primarily been connected
digitally. From communicating with
loved ones to educating students
online, the digital world has been
responsible for connecting people
worldwide to create a sense of
normalcy.

Channel your inner artist and get
your creative wheels turning!
Convey the power of connections
through your imagination and be
innovative!



AGE GROUPS

W E  H A V E  T H R E E  C A T E G O R I E S *

1

2

3

8 to 12 
Topic: Bonding using technology

Guiding Questions: How do you stay in touch with your
family and friends using technology? How does it make you

feel? Illustrate/create your favourite moment where
technology helped you bond with your relatives/friends

13 to 17 
Topic: Evolution of technology

Guiding Questions: How has communication using
technology evolved over time? How has it helped us?
Illustrate/create a work of art that demonstrates our

development in technology

18 to 21
Topic: Future of technology

Guiding Questions: How do you picture technology in the
future? How will communication differ from current times?
Illustrate/create a work of art which represents your view
of how communication and technology will improve in the

future

*Please note that all categories will have different subtopics under the
main topic “Power of Connections” and winners will be chosen from their
individual age groups. There will be three winners from each age group.



Our winners will have the

opportunity to have their artworks

displayed in hospitals around

Singapore while getting recognition

for their work.

Stay tuned to our Instagram for

updates on judges and the judging

criteria!

PRIZES
WHAT IS IN

STORE  FOR

OUR 

WINNERS?

>>
Click the icon to be directed to our

instagram page! 
@teamartconnect

https://www.instagram.com/teamartconnect/?igshid=hahnl70ijfgx


Participants must submit artwork relevant to their
respective topics
Participants can creatively express themselves in
different forms of artwork, however they should note
that photography is not an accepted medium for
submission, strictly handmade artwork ONLY
Any artworks promoting violence, profanity,
inappropriate content, racism, bullying or injustice will
not be accepted and considered
Artworks must be submitted by 5:00 pm on August
24th, 2020 (SGT) to the given submission form 
The following mediums are accepted: Canvas
paintings (acrylic), Sketches, Watercolour paintings,
Digital artwork, 3D models
To submit artwork, we highly recommend
CamScanner, a free scanning application available for
iOS and Android devices
Please submit your artwork as a JPEG file
When scanning your artwork, please ensure the image
is clear and there is good lighting

GUIDELINES FOR

ARTWORK SUBMISSION

FOR 3D MODELS: Please take photos of three
different angles of your model in good lighting and

submit them



SCANNING YOUR

ARTWORK

- Lighting is uneven
and bad, image is
unclear

- Taken in good
lighting, image is
clear 



HOW DO I SUBMIT
MY ARTWORK?

Go to our website
connect-art.org 

Go to the “Events”
page and fill out the
submit your artwork
form

You’ll be notified
regarding your

submission within 7
working days

Winners will receive a
prize and artworks not
chosen may be
displayed at
healthcare centres.

STEP 1

Click here to be directed
to our website!

STEP 2

STEP 3

STEP 4

https://www.connect-art.org/


FAQs
Q) Can I take part in the competition even though I don’t live in Singapore?

Answer No,the competition accepts entries from Singapore 

Q) Do I have to pay to take part in the competition?
Answer: Not at all! The competition is free of cost

Q) How many winners will be there?
Answer: There will be three winners from each age group

Q) How would I know if I have won?
Answer: You will be sent an email regarding your submission within 7 working days of

your entry

Q) What is the deadline for submissions?
Answer: All entries need to be submitted before 5:00 pm on August 24th, 2020 (SGT)

Q) Where will the competition take place?
Answer: This is an at-home competition, which means that all entrants will make and

submit their artworks from home

Q) What do I do if I’m unable to submit my artwork through the form?
Answer: If you are unable to submit your artwork through the form, please email
your submissions as a JPEG file to art.connect20@gmail.com with the following

information:

- Your name and age
- Country/Residence

- Title of artwork and medium
- Short description of your artwork (Max 100 words)

Q) How can I get in touch and clarify any queries?
Answer: For any enquiries, you may contact Art:Connect by sending us an email at

art.connect20@gmail.com



TERMS AND 

Agrees to the guidelines of the Art:Connect
Agrees to photography and/or use of publishing of
artwork for promotional and educational purposes
including the use of it on brochures, websites and social
media platforms.
Agrees that all submitted entries/artworks become the
property of Art: Connect.
Understands that artworks not chosen (i.e other than the
winners) may also be used by Art:Connect for future
purposes
Understands that their artwork may be put up in
healthcare centres and the Art:Connect website.
Art:Connect assumes no responsibility for any loss or
damage of submitted artworks.
Understands that their artwork should only be submitted
by the artist
Agrees that their submitted artwork has not been
submitted for other competitions or contests (in Singapore
or Overseas)

By entering this competition, the entrant: 

CONDITIONS


